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Keeping backyard chickens is much easier then you may think, and much easier then regular

household pets. By just checking on your chickens a few minutes a day, you should be collecting

daily fresh eggs in no time. In this book we will review the steps needed, from getting and taking

care of small chicks, to transitioning your backyard chickens to an outside coup, and what to expect

in between. Grab a drink and a small bite to eat, find a comfy place to sit and together we will

discover what joys backyard chickens can be. In this book we will walk you through: Space

Required and Coop Size Choosing a Chicken Breed How to Care for Chicks When to take them to

the Coop Keeping the Chicken Coop and Run Clean How to Feed Chickens Have a joyful life with

this book and your new little friends.
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Meh, it was ok and basically a rehash of things I found on the internet. It organized ideas and

walked you through all the steps from egg to egg layer. A very up-in-the air tone throughout the

book that never really tells you what works best for backyard chicken husbandry. It does a good job

of warning you about the responsibility required to raise chicks which should make beginners think

twice before jeopardizing the well being of baby chicks.

Fantastic.. we've only two hens and they arnt the Hybrid of Long Island Red.. but instead- two Feral

found separately. The first was a yellow chick laid out in our driveway one night in the rain.... the

second one found about 6 weeks later in the street... fresh out of the egg a ball of black and white

fuzz so small it couldn't even roll itself over!We took them cause we couldn't let them just die... and



were shocked they survived... guess love and care can go a long way... and now.. we are happy to

report they are each giving an egg a day...they are healthy, clean and the book was a giant help for

guidance!

This book is exactly what I was looking for, It includes everything I need to know about raising my

chickens.Very informative, with clear ideas and things you need to know when raising chickens in

your backyard.I just couldn't put this book down, I was just eager to read the next ideas. Good

investment for the price.Must recommend.

I've been wanting to raise chickens for the last year but didn't know where to start this book was a

big help from chicken coops to types of chickens.How to take care of them in the country setting

and city. Easy to understand, I really was able to get a lot out of it.

more like a magazine than a book not worth $7.99 more like $1.95 ---feel ripped off

This book was very useful in telling me everything about chickens and how to raise them. I

especially liked the easy to understand language used in the book and the information on why

chickens may peck each other. I definitely recomend this book for anyone thinking about keeping

laying hens.

Being brand new to chicken keeping, we looked for a book that would help us with everything from

looking after them to the best ways to keep them happy. We found this book to be excellent for us

first timers. We found it to be especially useful on finding out the correct coop size (and what needs

to go in it), the list of videos to see the various stages of a chicken's development and the correct

feed.

I got quite a bit of good info from this book that I didn't already have. I only gave it a four star instead

of five rating because the author could have added a little more breed information connected to

what was written in regard to the winter laying breeds. I can research that for myself but it would

have been nice to have it. Otherwise, great basics book! I'll read more from this author.
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